CUT THE GUESSWORK – STOP CUTTING HARD PIPE.

Victaulic offers an off-the-truck solution for cold storage applications that removes the guesswork of using hard pipe while also improving seal integrity. Whether it is a new project or a retrofit, using the VicFlex™ Style AB6 Bracket makes installation a one-person job and reduces the risk of condensation impeding the system.

Benefits

- **Simple, One-Person Installation.** Easy Indication of Vertical and Frame Arm Alignment from Above.
- **Eliminate Guesswork.** No Measuring or Multiple Trips to the Cooler.
- **Combats Differential Movement.** Industry Leading Seal Integrity Stays Intact, Protecting Against Condensation.
- **Flexible, Adjustable, and Adaptable.** Fits Any Ceiling or Wall Thickness While Sealing to a Variety of Surfaces.

Visit [victaulic.com](http://victaulic.com) to learn more.